
How to get consistently tight contacts

Direct Procedure Tips:

Semi-Indirect Procedure Tips:
After removing the cured OVC3 from the tooth, trim and polish outside of the mouth. Creating tight 
contacts is much simpler with this method as you will have good access and visibility. 

Add a thin layer of resin bonding agent to the contact points, air thin, and light cure. Then try in and add 
more if necessary. If you add flowable resin, make sure it is a thin layer.

You can use a thick bonding agent such as Optibond FL, or you may wish to use a  
thinner bonding agent together with flowable.

Find the full instructions for use at www.rhondium.com/ifu

Follow the tips below to ensure predictable, tight contacts with your OVC3 restorations.

2. Place your McDonald Matrix Band. Refer to information sheet ‘McDonald Matrix Band placement’. If 
needed, you can use wooden wedges to secure each side of the band as you place it on. If you are using 
Stretch Wedges, make sure that you do not pull them too tight at this stage. (Fig 2).

1. Use OVC Wedges to build up any sub-gingival defects. This will make it much easier to seat the  
McDonald Matrix Band. The OVC Wedges also help to shape the proximal anatomy.

7. Build up the contact points one at a time. 
Cure the composite up to the contact point 
while pushing firmly with the edge of a flat  
plastic. Then repeat for the second contact. 

3. Build up the interproximal triangle. 
If you predict the wedge will dent the matrix band 
(Fig 1a), and the prep is very deep, use the OVC 
Wedge to build it up with composite. If it is a  
shallower prep, build up the interproximal triangle 
with composite prior to pulling the Stretch Wedges 
tight. (Fig 1b). 

4. Pull and push hard on the Stretch Wedges or 
push hard on wooden wedges to ensure optimal 
separation force. Wooden wedges are easier to use 
further back in the mouth.

5. Make sure the McDonald Matrix Band sits tight against the adjacent tooth. If required, you can cut a 
small “dressmakers dart” to make sure it sits flat. (Fig 3).
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6. Wait to allow for the periodontal ligament movement, push the wedges in for a second time, then 
burnish with a ball burnisher or flat plastic. (Fig 4).
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